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Supply-Chain Components

Customers

Retailers

Wholesalers

Manufacturers

1st Tier Suppliers 1st Tier Suppliers

2nd Tier Suppliers 2nd Tier Suppliers 2nd Tier Suppliers

Down Stream

Up Stream

Down Stream

Up Stream

Physical goods flowInformation flows
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INDUSTRY CLOCKSPEED IS A COMPOSITE:
OF PRODUCT, PROCESS, AND ORGANIZATIONAL 

CLOCKSPEEDS

THE

Mobile Phone

MANUFACTURING 

COMPANY
organization

Mobile Phone INDUSTRY CLOCKSPEED

THE

Mobile Phone
product technology

THE

Mobile Phone

PRODUCTION

PROCESS 
process technology
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Mobile Phone System CLOCKSPEED is a mix of 
Transmission Standards, Software and Handsets

Mobile Phone System

TRANSMISSION

STANDARD
slow clockspeed

SOFTWARE

APPLICATIONS
medium clockspeed

HAND SET
fast clockspeed

ISSUE:  THE FIRMS THAT ARE FORCED TO RUN 
AT THE FASTEST CLOCKSPEED ARE THE MOST 
LIKELY TO STAY AHEAD OF THE GAME.

OPERATING

SYSTEM
slow clockspeed

SERVICES
fast clockspeed
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INDUSTRY CLOCKSPEED IS A COMPOSITE:
OF PRODUCT, PROCESS, AND ORGANIZATIONAL 

CLOCKSPEEDS

THE

Automobile

MANUFACTURING 

COMPANY
organization

Automobile INDUSTRY CLOCKSPEED

THE

Automobile
product technology

THE

Automobile

PRODUCTION

PROCESS 
process technology
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Automobile CLOCKSPEED IS A MIX OF 
ENGINE, BODY & ELECTRONICS

Automobile

ENGINE
slow clockspeed

BODY
medium clockspeed

ELECTRONICS
fast clockspeed

ISSUE:  MOST AUTO FIRMS  OPERATE AT ENGINE OR BODY 
CLOCKSPEEDS;  
IN THE FUTURE THEY WILL NEED TO RUN AT ELECTRONICS CLOCKSPEED.

Clockspeed drives Business Strategy Cadence

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



Supply-Chain Architecture 

• Geographic

– Loosely translated means physical distance. 

• Organizational

– This describes the relationship between or among organizations in 
supply-chains. 

• Cultural Proximity 

– It captures the elements that are common amongst nations or 
specific regions. 

• Electronic

– Electronic proximity refers to the exchange of information 
through the “information superhighway.”

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



The Strategic Leverage of Value Chain Design:

Who let Intel Inside?

1980:  IBM designs a product, a process, & a value chain

Intel

Microsoft

IBM

Customers

The Outcome:  

A phenomenonally successful product design

A disastrous value chain design (for IBM)

Intel Inside

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



LESSONS FROM A FRUIT FLY:
THE PERSONAL COMPUTER

1.  BE CAUTIOUS TO THE DANGERS OF INTEL INSIDE 

(Regardless of your industry)

2.  MAKE/BUY IS NOT ABOUT WHETHER IT IS 

TWO CENTS CHEAPER TO OUTSOURCE

3.  VALUE CHAIN DESIGN CAN DETERMINE 

THE FATE OF COMPANIES AND INDUSTRIES, 

AND OF PROFIT AND POWER

4.  THE LOCUS OF VALUE CHAIN CONTROL 

CAN SHIFT IN UNPREDICTABLE WAYS

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



Automotive Power Dynamics
of Technology Value/Content

Autos

Steel
-styling

-structural integrity

Elec.

Autos

Electronics
-$/vehicle
-customer interface

Steel

1965 2013

.  .  .  as the most integral subsystem in the automobile, 
driving shifts in the relative strategic and financial 
importance of various members in the supply chain?

Will electronics replace sheet steel . . . 
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Product Architecture 

Integral vs Modular



Vertical Industry Structure
with Integral Product Architecture

IBM DEC BUNCH
Microprocessors

Operating Systems

Peripherals

Applications Software

Network Services

Assembled Hardware
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(A. Grove, Intel; and Farrell, Hunter & Saloner, Stanford)

Computer Industry Structure, 1975-85
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Horizontal Industry Structure
with Modular Product Architecture

Computer Industry Structure, 1985-95
Microprocessors

Operating Systems

Peripherals

Applications Software

Network Services

Assembled Hardware

Intel Mac TI etc

Microsoft Mac Unix

HP Seagate etc

Intel Mac TI etcIntel Moto AMD etc

Epson etc

Microsoft Novell

etc

Lotus

AOL/Netscape EDS etcMicrosoft

etcHP Dell etcIBMCompaq

etc

(A. Grove, Intel; and Farrell, Hunter & Saloner, Stanford)
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Value migration

▪ In times of turbulence,

▪ As industries and technologies evolve,

▪ Profits have a way of migrating up or down the value chain,

▪ Away from established companies,

▪ But the players have a big say in how -and even whether- that 

happens.

▪ Industries disaggregate as interfaces between varios stages of the 

value chain become open and standard,

▪ Allowing competition to drive down costs all along it.

▪ As this happens, value and profits migrate to the suppliers of key 

components (Wintel) or

▪ The owners of platforms or other standards.

How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR



Cars and Computers
▪ Industry disaggregation is not inevitably.

▪ The auto industry is a case in point.

▪ On the face of it, there are strong parallels to the early computing 

industry:

▪ Both are dominated by large powerful incumbents,

▪ Both involve the manufacture and delivery of a product within a 

complex value chain.

▪ Bain & Company predicted that the new giant suppliers would 

achieve preeminence in the auto industry by “designing vehicle 

systems that could be standardized” within and across OEMs

▪ The lion share of the industry’s profits would accrue too handful of 

suppliers designing and producing modular and standardized 

components

▪ The likes of Chrysler, GM, Ford and even Toyota would be 

relegated to simply assembling and marketing cars made up of 

those components.

▪ Just the way it now is on computers.

How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR



How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR

•Where has all the value gone?

•In contrast OEMs in the computer industry have seen their share of industry 

value fall for more than 80% to less than 20% over the same time frame.



How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR

•Traditional auto manufacturers kept a stable market share of their industry’s 

total market capitalization over the last three decades.



The auto industry is often cast in that light:

▪ OEMs dominate as all-controlling system integrators and 

▪ Protectors of proprietary standards.

▪ In doing so they obstruct all manner of positive changes,

▪ Hindering suppliers’ability to invest in R&D capabilities and 

▪ Reducing total innovative capacity in the ecosystem.

How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBRHow to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR



Value Rules

▪ What we need to do?

▪ Companies can influence whether value migrates-and if so to where in the chain-in four 

ways..

▪ A company looking to influence value migration should try to apply all of them.

▪ Rule 1 (Capabilities and strategic positioning)

▪ Be the least replaceable player controlling the assets least likely to be commoditized.

▪ Rule 2 (Value proposition)

▪ Being the guarantor of quality to the end customer,

▪ Rule 3 (Customer needs)

▪ Staying in close touch with changing customer needs,

▪ Rule 4 (Scope of the strategic investments)

▪ Balancing the imperatives of growth and strategic control of the value chain.

How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBRHow to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR



Be the least replaceable player
▪ The question of who along an industry value chain is most repleaceable fundamentally affects 

who can capture surplus value.

▪ In many cases, the hardest firms to replace are the “system integrators”

▪ The companies that put together the components and deliver the final product to the 

customer.

▪ In autos system integrator is tough.

▪ What makes system integration in certain industries so complex?

▪ To some extent it’s a technical issue.

▪ Mechanical systems are harder to integrate than electronic ones.

▪ “Soft norms” such as reputation (for example in luxury goods),

▪ Regulation (salient in Health care and financial services) and

▪ Technological and industry standards (as in the case of apple and Google and their 

ecosystems)

▪ Are part of system integration.

▪ These are all factors that firms can attempt to control.

How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBRHow to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR



Be the least replaceable player
▪ A company seeking to preserve or gain advantage needs not only to reinforce its own 

irreplaceability but

▪ But also to ensure that none of its suppliers becomes imposible to replace.

▪ OEMs made sure that struggling suppliers survived.

▪ In general, the more an integrator can foster competition in its supply chain the better able 

it is to keep hold of industry value.

▪ Apple is an extreme case in point.

▪ “Apple atomizes its supply chain to an unprecedent degree, breaking up component 

processing steps across multiple vendors.

▪ These aids in preserving product secrecy

▪ Since even the suppliers themselves often do not know how apple will use a component

▪ And gives apple inordinate control over the manufacturing process.

How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBRHow to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR



Become the guardian of quality
▪ Value in an industry always accrues to the player that customers associate most of the 

quality of the product.

▪ Who this will be isn’t always predictable, and 

▪ Strong competition can erupt along the value chain to capture the “quality guarantor” role 

and reap the rewards.

▪ In computing, a key part of the story was the shift in who controlled the customer 

experience.

▪ Wintel succeeded not only in asserting their brands over the OEMs but in convincing the 

customer that they were the driving force behind the entire computing experience.

▪ In car makers vigorously fought suppliers’ efforts even to label their parts.

▪ With the exception of tires and audio equipment.

▪ Even when a component is offered as a branded option before the sale, its value as part of 

an integrated vehicle design is emphasized.

▪ For car makers, control over the entire automobile is a strategic imperative (avoid to erode 

it)

How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBRHow to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR



Follow the customer
▪ When end customers or their needs change, value may shift along the value chain or 

industry ecosystem.

▪ In the 1990s the customers of computer firms were large corporations.

▪ Value lay in the design of the computer and in support provided to the customer,

▪ Controlling those parts of the value chain meant controlling the sector.

▪ As PCs proliferated, the identity-and thus the needs of the customers changed.

▪ The customers were no longer the team of technical experts operating massive 

computers for large corporations.

▪ Instead individuals or small business, for whom interoperability among applications was 

most important to their daily work, where the end users.

▪ So value shifted from the manufacturer to the software designer.

▪ When the needs of the customer, and the products and services that can address them, 

shift quickly,

▪ Incumbents face the more difficult strategic challenge.

▪ For starters, they must be able to recognize that the end customer has changed or is 

changing.

How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBRHow to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR



Balance growth and strategic control in the 
value chain

▪ Growth potential makes firms accept changes in industry architecture that may adversely 

affect their replaceability 

▪ and ultimately change who acts as quality guarantor.

▪ Such changes clearly benefit entrants or challengers, seeking to build a new industry 

architecture,

▪ Setting up a new ecosystem and establish open standards.

▪ This is particularly the case when the high-growth industry is relatively small.

▪ Incumbents will be less inclined to fight hard to preserve dominance when the absolute 

profits are limited.

▪ The opposite applies, when the high-growth market is large.

▪ Here scale often favors stability, because established players are large enough to maintain 

closed systems of suppliers.

▪ Avoid open standards, and prevent change.

▪ A smaller share of a fast growing pie may well be worth a lot more of a stable or increasing 

share in a slower growing one.

How to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBRHow to drve value your way; Michael G. Jacobides; Jean Paul MacDuffie; HBR



Ability of others 

to pick off

The Double Helix: The Dynamics of Product 
Architecture & Value Chain Structure

Integral 

product 

vertical 

industry

In-house knowledge 

requirements

Core competences

High dimensional 

complexities. 

Niche competitors 

hoping to pick up 

discrete industry  

segments

Bureaucratic and 

organizational 

Rigidities

Coherence 

of product 

& process

The challenge of 

keeping ahead 

accross the many 

dimensions of 

technology and 

markets

Pressure to 

dis-integrate

Incentive to 

integrate

Which encourages 

engineering integration 

with other subsystems 

to develop propietary 

integral solution

Dependency 

on suppliers

Lower profit on 

each module

Technical 

advances

Technical advances 

in one subsystem 

can make that the 

scarce commodity 

in the chain 

Skills of 

suppliers

Modules 

become 

commodities

Modular 

product 

horizontal 

industry

Separability 

of the 

product

Ease of 

outsourcing

Supplier Market power in 

one subsystem encourage 

bundling with other 

subsystems to increase 

control and add more value 
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THE DOUBLE HELIX
IN  OTHER INDUSTRIES

• TELECOMMUNICATIONS--
– “MA BELL” was Vertical /Integral
– BABY BELLS & LONG LINES & CELLULAR are    Horizontal/Modular
– Today’s Verizon is going back to Vertical /Integral

• AUTOMOTI VE--
– Detroit in the 1890’s  was Horizontal/Modular
– Ford & GM in the mid 1900’s were Vertical /Integral
– Today’s Auto Industry is going back to Horizontal/Modular

• TELEVISION--
– RCA  was Vertical /Integral
– 1970’S THROUGH 1990’S were    Horizontal/Modular
– Today’s media giants are going back to Vertical /Integral

• BICYCLES--
– Safety Bikes to 1890’s boom to Schwinn to Shimano Inside

The faster the clockspeed, the shorter the reign

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



• Controlling the Channel Through Closeness to Customers:

- Consumer research, pricing, promotion, product development

Retailer

Retailer

Retailer

Customers

P&G

Controlling the Chain Through Distribution:

The End of P&G Inside ?

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



Controlling the Channel Through Closeness to Customers:

-Chain Proximity

Retailer

Retailer

Retailer

Customers

P&G

WalMart

WalMart Private Label

Controlling the Chain Through Distribution:

Beware of Walmart Outside

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



Book’s definition and the lock-in continuum

▪ Whenever the switching costs are substantial, users face lock-in

Weak 

lock-in

Strong 

lock-in

Exploit current customers 

without leaving them any 

choice

Preferred strategy depends on customer base, product/ 

market characteristics and switching costs

Induce small switching costs to 

make your product the preferred 

choice 

Switching costs increase

Competitive Strategies for Network Economies MGT 523; Santeri Leijola



Influencing switching costs

Factors influencing

the likelihood of

repeated purchases

Uniqueness of 

vendor A‘s 

product/service

Satisfaction

level with A

Investments in

relationship with

vendor A

Switching costs

(in case of switching

to vendor B)

Direct switching

costs

Opportunity

costs
Sunk costs

Increases

Entering the commitment and retention phase in the customer buying cycle

Increases Increases

Source: Meffert 1998, Kundenbindung als Instrument moderner Wettbewerbsstrategien; in: Bruhn/Homburg (Hrsg.), Handbuch Kundenbindungsmanagement, Wiesbaden 1998



VALUE CHAIN DESIGN:

Three Components

1. Insourcing/OutSourcing

(The Make/Buy or Vertical Integration Decision)

2. Partner Selection

(Choice of suppliers and partners for the chain)

3. The Contractual Relationship

(Arm’s length, joint venture, long-term contract,

strategic alliance, equity participation, etc.)

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



IMPLEMENTATION OF VALUE CHAIN DESIGN:

EMBED IT IN 3-D CONCURRENT ENGINEERING

PRODUCT PROCESS

VALUE CHAIN

Recipe, Unit Process

Details,

Strategy

Performance

Specifications

Product Architecture,  

Make/Buy components
Time, Space, Availability

Technology, &

Process Planning  

Manufacturing System,

Make/Buy processes

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



Integral product architectures feature close coupling among the elements

- Elements perform many functions
- Elements are in close spatial proximity
- Elements are tightly synchronized.
- Integral products are evaluated based on system performance, not based on 

component performance.

- Ex:  Jet engine, Airplane wing, Microprocessor

Modular product architectures feature separation among the elements

- Components are independent of each other.
- Elements are interchangeable
- Elements are individually upgradeable
- Element interfaces are standardized

- Ex:  Stereo system,  desktop PC, bicycle.

Product Architecture

INTEGRALITY VS. MODULARITY

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



VALUE CHAIN ARCHITECTURE

Integral value-chain architecture features close proximity

among its elements

- Proximity metrics:  Geographic, Organizational, Cultural, Electronic.

- Example:  Toyota city 

Modular value-chain architecture features multiple, 

interchangeable supplier and standard interfaces

- Example:  Garment industry

- Example:  PC industry

- Example:  General Motors’ global sourcing

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



DESIGNING ARCHITECTURES FOR PRODUCTS  & VALUE 

CHAINS:  THE NEED FOR ALIGNMENT

INTEGRAL

MODULAR

PRODUCT

ARCHITECTURE

VALUE CHAIN ARCHITECTURE
(Geographic., Organizational., Cultural, Electronic.)

Jet engines

Microprocessors

Mercedes vehicles

Personal Computers

Bicycles

Chrysler Vehicles

Cisco

INTEGRAL MODULAR

Polaroid

Nortel

Automotive 

Supplier Parks

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



Dell Supply Chain

SLC

Supplier

Supplier

I

Dell

I

Customer

Customer fulfillment

2-5 days
Materials ordering cycle 

10-180+ days

Demand/ 

Supply 

Management

Global \

Regional 

Procurement

Continuity of Supply

Demand 

Management

Build to customer 

specifications

Sales

Modular Product Architecture enables Modular Supply Chain
Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



Demand-Supply Chain Management 
@ Dell

▪ Demand Management:

▪ Forecast = Buy = Sell

▪ Buy to Plan, but Build to Order

• Inventory Velocity is a wonderful thing …

• Customers have immediate access to the latest 
technology.

• Suppliers get their products to market quickly

• Quality is improved with fewer touches.

• Cash is generated through negative cash cycle.

• Model efficiencies drive Market Share gain.
Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



The Dell Model: Simple, Focused, Efficient

Suppliers CustomerDell

Dell

Best 

customer 

experience

Virtual 

Integration

Low Cost 

Efficiency
Dell

Liquidity Growth

Profitability

Dell

Quality

Cost

Availability

Speed

Competitive Advantages

Keep it simple... direct

Measure What Matters

Execute Operational 

Efficiency

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



Can “Dell Direct” Work for Autos?

•Appealing to OEM’s on Many 
Dimensions
–Satisfy customer need for Speed

–Reduce Supply Line Inventories

–Reduce mismatches and discounting

–Direct OEM-Customer Relationships (& 
Data!)

–Information Transparency

Adapted from Prof. J.P. MacDuffie, IMVP & The Wharton School



Strenghts and potential weaknesses of 
Chrysler’s strategy

• The automobile is not as modular as the personal computer and

• Neither is the supply chain associated with the car industry.

• By outsourcing the development and integration of numerous 
automotive subsystems,

• Chrysler cut dramatically the total time and cost required to develop 
and launch a new vehicle.

• Modularizing the product and the corresponding sectors of its supply 
chain.

• Seemingly subordinated its relative emphasis on process 
development,

• To the detriment of overall vehicle system features such as reliability

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



Strenghts and potential weaknesses of 
Chrysler’s strategy

• They could move so quickly from concept to car.

• Enjoyed a high rating with consumers on the most desirable designs and 
features.

• Such design allowed Chrysler to charge premium prices with minimal 
rebating.

• But they lost some ground over customer dissatisfaction with the 
vehicles; reliability.

• These are features that cannot be outsourced to suppliers.

• Rather, they are inherent in the overall systems engineering of the 
vehicle.

• Chrysler then needs to reinvest in integrating the process development. 

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



• Personal 
Computer

• ~50 components
• 8-10 key parts
• 40 key suppliers
• 24 hour burn-in
• 100 design variations
• Modular architecture

• Car
• ~ 4000 components
• 100 key subsystems
• 300 key suppliers
• 12 month validation
• 1,000,000 variations
• Integral Architecture

BUT,
A Car is not a Computer!!

Adapted from Prof. J.P. MacDuffie, IMVP & The Wharton School





Since all advantages are temporary, 

the only lasting competency is to continuously build and 

assemble capabilities chains.

KEY SUB-COMPETENCIES:

1.  Forecasting the dynamic evolution of market 

power and market opportunities

2. Anticipating Windows of Opportunity

3. 4-D Concurrent Engineering: 

Product, Process, Value Chain

Fortune Favors the Prepared Firm

VALUE CHAIN DESIGN IS

THE ULTIMATE CORE COMPETENCY

CAPABILITIES PROJECTS

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



DOT.COM COMPETITION:  
FOCUS ON THE SUPPLY CHAIN

CASE#1:  WALMART.COM GOT NO TRACTION

Walmart 
Store

Customers

WalMart
Procurement

Supplier

Supplier

Walmart 
Store

Walmart.com
Shipper

Alternate Solution:  Partner with UPS or Fedex

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



SERVICES VS.
MANUFACTURING

WHAT’S 
THE 

DIFFERENCE?

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



Challenges of Service Interface: 
Grocery Stores vs. Webvan

– Intangibility - Customer expectations vs Perceptions

•Grocery Stores:  quality, selection, ENVIRONMENT

•Webvan: quality, selection, DELIVERY

– Perishability - use it or lose it

•Grocery Stores:  fresh foods (produce, meats, baked goods)

•Webvan: fresh foods & TRUCK CAPACITY

– Heterogeneity - inherent variability of service & customer

•Grocery: checkout people, counter people, customer needs 

• Webvan: DELIVERY PERSON

– Simultaneity - services simultaneously produced & consumed

•Grocery:  presentation in the store

• Webvan: DELIVERY TO THE HOME

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



HOW TO ACHIEVE COORDINATION IN 
THE ABSENCE OF VERTICAL INTEGRATION?

Roadmapping Communications:
What are the Premises?

Communications 
Value Chain is in ill health
(ROADKILL MAPPING?)

Vertical disintegration is 
the dominant structure.  
Silo execs tend to focus on 
their own narrow slices.
Most industry consortia 
are within-silo.

Silos in the value chain are 
interdependent (integrality).

Absence of leadership and 
coordination across an 
interdependent value chain 
creates uncertainty, risk, and 
reluctance to invest.

SOME VALUE CHAIN 
COORDINATION COULD 

SPEED GROWTH.

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



In/Outsourcing: Sowing the Seeds 
of Competence Development to develop 

dependence for knowledge (skills) or dependence for capacity

+

++

Amount of 
Work

Done In-house

knowledge

+/or supply

Amount of 
Internal
Learning

Internal 
Capability

+

+

Amount of

Work 
Outsourced

knowledge

+/or supply

Amount of 
Supplier
Learning

Supplier 
Capability

Dependence Independence

+

Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine

Dependence for capacity: The company could make the item in question and may indeed already do so, 

but it chooses to extend its capacity by means of a supplier.

Dependence for knowledge: The company needs the item but lack the skills and knowledge to make it. 



Toyota’s Sourcing and Strategy Choices

Independent for 

knowledge

Dependent for 

knowledge

Independent for 

capacity
ENGINES RARE CASE

Dependent for 

capacity
TRANSMISSIONS

(Outsource 70%)
ELECTRONICS

(Outsource 100%)

Toyota designs, develops, and manufacture virtually 100% of their engines.

Toyota design all the transmissions but outsouces the manufacture of 70%.

Toyota depends heavily on suppliers for design, development and manufacture 

of the vehicle electronics system.
Clockspeed::Charles H. Fine



The state of Auto Tech

Bundling the automobile

•Is your business bundled and monolithic by nature? 



DEPENDENT FOR 

KNOWLEDGE (SKILLS)

& CAPACITY

INDEPENDENT FOR KNOWLEDGE & 

DEPENDENT FOR CAPACITY

Best outsourcing

opportunities.

It probably does not represent 

competitive advantage in and of itself. 

Buying it means you save attention

You don’t understand what you are 

buying or how to integrate it

Worst outsourcing situation.

Outsourcing is very risky

You Know how to integrate the item, 

So you may retain competitive 

advantage even if others have 

access to it. Can live with 

outsourcing

Potential Outsourcing trap.

Your partners could supplant you.

Outsourcing have the risk  to be 

“held up” by the supplier M
O

D
U

L
A

R
 

IN
T

E
G

R
A

L
 

Strategic Make/Buy Decisions:  
Assess Critical Knowledge & Product Architecture

Adapted from Fine & Whitney, “Is the Make/Buy Decision Process a Core Competence?”

INDEPENDENT FOR

KNOWLEDGE & CAPACITY

Keep production internal.

Best insourcing situation.

Overkill (excessive) in vertical

integration.

Opportunity to reduce cost 

through outsourcing.
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Strategic Make/Buy Decisions:  
Also consider Clockspeed & Supply Base Capability

Adapted from C. Fine, Clockspeed, Chap. 9
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Krajlic
model

Non critical items

-Easy to buy. Alternatives available. 
Standard product specs.

-Availability adequate. Substitution 
possible.-

-Buyer-seller: Balanced power or 
buyer power.

-Efficient processing. Reduce time 
and money spent on these products.
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Supply risk
-Complexity of the supply market gauged by Supply scarcity.

-Pace of technology and/or material substitution.

-Entry barriers, logistics cost or complexity.

-Monopoly or oligopoly conditions.
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Leverage Items
-High % of the profits of the buyer. 

-Standard product specs. Easy to 
switch supplier. 

-Buyer-Seller: buyer dominated. 

-Moderate level of interdependency.

-Availability adequate. Alternatives 
available.

-Substitution possible

-Exploitation of purchasing power

Strategic Items

-Strategically important for the buyer 
product or process. Substitute 
difficult to find. 

-Buyer-Seller: balanced power.

-High levels of interdependency.

-Strategic alliance, close relationship, 
early supplier involvement, co-
creation.

-Diversify, balance or exploit

Bottleneck Items

-Only one reliable supplier. High 
entry barriers.

-Monopolistic markets. Critical 
Geo/Political location.

-Substitution difficult to find.

-Buyer-seller: supplier dominated.

-Ensuring continuous supply even at 
a premium cost. 

Keep extra stocks. Lock for 
potential suppliers.



Optimal Governance profile for industries

Complex Products
•Higher level of coordination

•Higher percentage of vertical 

integration or partnership.

Simple products
• Higher percentage of arms 

length relationships.

Collaborative Partnerships for Collaborative Advantage



Arm’s length relationship

Arm’s length market relationships are characterized by:

A lack of dedicated 
asset  investments

Minimal 

Information 

Exchange

Separable technological 

and functional systems 

within each firm that are 

characterized by low 

levels of 
interdependenceLow need for trust because neither party is 

vulnerable and switching costs are low 

Arm’s length relationship are incapable of generating 

collaborative advantage because there is nothing idiosyncratic 

about the exchange relationship that enables the two parties to 

generate profits above and beyond what other seller-buyer 

combination can generate. The relationships are not hard or 

difficult to imitate.

Collaborative Partnerships for Collaborative Advantage



Partnerships

• Partnerships only create value as they are managed effectively and as they take on 

characteristics that are different from arm’s length relationships. 

• They only generate competitive advantages only as they move the relationship away from the 

attributes of market relationships

Competitive advantage of

partnerships are linked to

three major factors

1. Dedicated Assets

2. Knowledge-Sharing

3. Trust

Collaborative Partnerships for Collaborative Advantage



Governance Profile 
(Toyota vs. GM and Ford)

General Motors and Ford
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Toyota

Arm’s lenght 
(Independent 

Suppliers 25%)

Partner 
Suppliers 
+ 48%

Internally 
Manufactured 

27%

Two or fewer suppliers for a product category
+ Kankei Kaisha

Collaborative Partnerships for Collaborative Advantage



Partnering Reduces Engineering Changes

Number of 
Engineering 
or Product 
Changes 

Processed

20-24 
Months

14-17 
Months

1-3
Months

Job #1 
(production)

+ 3 
Months

Automaker 
Using Partner 

Process

Automaker 
Arm’s- Length 

Process

80% of 
Changes 
Complete

Collaborative Partnerships for Collaborative Advantage





Supplier managemet behaviours



The Kraljic matrix



Qualitative analysis of strategic 
importance uses five key criteria

Customer 

Importance:
• High 

• Medium

• Low

Technology 

Clockspeed:
• Fast

• Medium

• Slow
Competitive 

Position:
• Advantage

• Parity

• Disadvantage

Capable Suppliers:
• None

• Few

• Many

Architecture:
• Integral

• Modular

Possible Decisions 

(Knowledge & Supply):

• Insource

• Outsource

• Partner/Acquire

• Partial Insource

• Partial Outsource

• Invest

• Spin Off

• Develop Suppliers

Competitive 

Position:
• Advantage

• Parity

• Disadvantage

Criteria are applied differently for Products than for Subsystems

◆ Value chain elements with high customer 

importance and fast clockspeed are generally 

strategic (unless there are many capable 

suppliers)

◆ Competitive position is seldom the 

primary consideration for strategic 

importance, rather it serves as a 

“tie-breaker” when other criteria are 

in conflict

◆ When many capable 

suppliers exist, knowledge 

may be considered 

commodity and 

development should be 

outsourced

◆ Architecture is considered a 

constraint for the sourcing decision 

model, controls the level of 

engineering that must be kept in 

house for integration purposes

Model developed by GM Powertrain, PRTM, & Clockspeed, Inc.



Chrysler’sExtended Enterprise Model

Key Elements of the model:
1.  Build Trust in Relationships

-ask for suggestions and act on them

-honestly and aggressively seek mutual benefits

-communicate frequently and broadly across the org.

(understand each other’s problems)

-manage the relationship constantly

-pre-select suppliers very early and work together

-act for long-term gain, avoid short-term temptations

Stallkamp:  “You are our supplier forever if you can be the leader in cost, 

quality, technology, and delivery.  If you fall behind, we will give you a 

chance to catch up.  If you cannot catch up (with our help), we will drop 

you.”



Lower development costs:  
joint incentives, ECN’s come early

Faster development speed:  

early involvement, fewer late ECN’s

Lower procurement costs:  

less time haggling  and soliciting bids

Lower production costs:  

suppliers get scale, more advanced planning

Improved quality:  

joint incentives, better designs

Chrysler’s RESULTS

Three Secrets to success:
Relationships, Relationships, Relationships



Six main types of transaction costs:

Search 
Costs

Buyers and sellers finding each other within increangly broad 
and distributed markets.

Tecnology connects buyers and sellers across geographies, 
time, and national boders

Information 
Costs

For buyers, learning about the products and services of sellers 
and the basis for their cost, profit margins, and quality; for 
sellers, learning about the legitimacy, financial condition, and 
need of the buyer. 

Technology creates standard data structures that can be 
searched and consolidated over a growing network of 
computers.

Bargaining 
Costs

Buyers and sellers setting the terms of a sale or contract for 
services, which might include meetings, phone calls, letters, 
faxes, e-mails, exchanges of technical data, brochures, meals 
and entertainment, and the legal costs of contract negotiations.

Much of the exchange of information can now take place 
virtually, and is standardized in databases for easy reuse in 
susbequent transactions.
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Continue... Six main types of transaction costs

Decision 
Costs

For buyers, comparing the terms of the seller to other sellers, 
and processes such as purchasing approval designed to ensure 
that purchases meet the policies of the organization; for sellers, 
evaluating whether to sell to the buyer instead of another buyer 
or not at all.

Visibility to expanded virtual markets give both buyers and 
sellers a truer picture of market conditions from minute to 
minute.

Policing 
Costs

Buyers and sellers raking steps to ensure that the good or 
service and the terms under which the sale was made, which 
may have been ambiguous or even unstated are in fact 
translated into the behaviors of the parties. This might include 
inspecting the goods and any  negotiations having to do with 
late or inadequate delivery or payment. 

Transactions conducted with system-to-system data transfers 
create a more complete record of the actual performance which 
can then be captured and queried.

Enforcement 
costs

Buyers and sellers agreeing on remedies for incomplete 
performance. This could range from mutual agreements for a 
discount or other penalties to the high cost of litigation.

Electronic records can simplify the process of resolving disputes 
over what was agreed, what did or did not occur.
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